
Title of Module: 

Current Issues in Nutrition 
 

Coordinator(s) / organiser(s): 
Dr. Sri Sumarmi, S.KM., M.Si. (Module Leader) 

 
Teaching Faculty  

Title Name Qualifications* 
Hours 

contributed 
Dr. Sri Sumarmi S.KM., M.Si., Dr. 6 
Professor Merryana Adriani SKM., M.Kes., Dr. 6 
Dr. Annis Catur Adi Ir., M.Si., Dr. 6 
Dr. Trias Mahmudiono SKM., M.PH(Nutr)., 

GCAS., Ph.D. 
5 

Mrs. Triska Susila Nindya  SKM., M.PH(Nutr). 3.67 
* PhD, Master, 20 years service(in practice)  etc. Only provide details for faculty responsible for 25% or more of course 
load. 

 
Core /elective or optional:  Elective: 

Current Issues in Nutrition (BUN307) 
    

Number of SKS 
credits allocated 

Student's workload 
in hours 

Contact work 
hours* 

Self-study work 
hours 

2 SKS 90.67 26.67 64 
* includes lectures, seminars, face-to-face, assessments  

 
Learning competences / objectives  
On successful completion of this module students will be able to: 
1. Find the latest issue in food and nutrition based on current literature 
2. Perform critical analysis of various issues in food and nutrition in Indonesia and 

worldwide  
3. Present one selected issue in a seminar. 

 
Syllabus content. Brief overview of syllabus using bullet points.  
• Enrichment of knowledge, training students' critical analysis of various issues of food 

and nutrition in Indonesia and worldwide 
• Develop the topic of the bachelor thesis and hold a seminar 

Module level timetable - indicate the timing of the teaching sessions from the upcoming 
teaching year: 
Current Issues in Nutrition: 7th semester 

 
Pedagogic/teaching methodology: 
The lecturer will provide the classroom lecture and then followed by group discussion in 
which the students should discuss some issues related to the courses provided in the first 



session. Group and individual presentation with the determined topics. Lecturer presented 
the teaching materials with LCD and whiteboard.  
Independent learning hours includes assignment preparation and completion and self-
directed study. 
Assessments used: 
There are three types of examination: 
1. Middle examination (35%) 
2. Final examination (35%) 
3. Assignment (30%) 

Each examination takes 100 minutes includes essays for middle examination and multiple 
choice questions and essays for final examination. The examination assesses the students’ 
knowledge and understanding and all learning outcomes of the module. Type of both is take 
home test. Students’ assignment is given by lecturer for organizing seminar about current 
issues in nutrition. 
As part of assignment, students will have to submit final report of the seminar related to 
current issues in nutrition. The grade for assignment will be based on the group report and 
individual contribution and active involvement in organizing the seminar. 

 
Weeks required and place  
in academic calendar: 
 
Current Issues in Nutrition 
Weeks beginning 08/2020 –11/2020 

Number of weeks Week number 

 
 

16 

 
01-16 

 
 
 
 
 


